
 
 

Redemption Party Pledge for Candidates 

 

As a candidate seeking to join the Redemption Party, I pledge to uphold the values and principles 
that define our movement. I recognize the urgent need for transformative change in our society, and 

I am committed to being an agent of progress and justice. 

 

I hereby pledge to: 

 

Support Black American Reparations, Repair, and Restoration: I acknowledge the historical 
injustices faced by Black Americans and the ongoing impact of systemic racism. I pledge to actively 

support reparations in the form of (Direct Cash Payments/Compensation), repair 
(Education/Medical), and restoration (Housing/Legal Protection); recognizing that true redemption 

requires addressing past wrongs and building a more equitable future for Black Americans. 

 

Fulfill my Responsibilities with Integrity: I understand that holding a position within the Redemption 
Party is a privilege and a responsibility. I pledge to conduct myself with integrity, honesty, and 

accountability, always putting the best interests of the party and its constituents first. I will use my 
platform and influence to further the goals and initiatives of the party, working tirelessly to uplift and 

empower those we represent. 

 

Reserve the Right to Update the Pledge: I acknowledge that the Redemption Party reserves the right 
to update and amend this pledge as the party evolves and as new challenges and opportunities 

arise. I understand that such updates may be necessary to ensure the continued alignment of party 
members with our core values and objectives. 

 



 
 

Disavowal of Non-Compliance: I understand that failure to uphold this pledge may result in 
disavowal by the Redemption Party. Any actions or behaviors that contradict the principles and 
values outlined in this pledge will not be tolerated, and I accept that consequences may ensue 

should I deviate from the commitments made herein. 

 

By taking this pledge, I a irm my dedication to the principles of justice, equality, and redemption. I 
understand that joining the Redemption Party is not just about seeking political o ice but about 

being part of a movement for meaningful change. Together, we will strive to create a society where 
every individual has the opportunity to thrive, and where justice and redemption are not just 

aspirations but realities. 

 


